
25-May-23 09:00:00 138.16 mOD

Please note the following:
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1. Note that ESB does not guarantee the accuracy of any data provided. It is the user's responsibility to independently verify and quality control any of the data used and ensure that it is fit for purpose/use. ESB does not accept 

responsibility for the use of any data made available, read or interpreted or used in any way by the user, or passed to a third party, and do not accept liability for any damage or loss howsoever arising out of the use or interpretation of 

this data.

2. Note that ESB water levels are referenced to Poolbeg datum.

Current Golden Falls Headrace Level
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Value Units

138.16 mOD

137.84 mOD

137.24 mOD

137.11 mOD

137.52 mOD

137.92 mOD

138.30 mOD

138.19 mOD

138.12 mOD

138.04 mOD

137.43 mOD

137.83 mOD

138.22 mOD

137.69 mOD

138.06 mOD

137.93 mOD

137.86 mOD

136.64 mOD

137.06 mOD

137.50 mOD

138.30 mOD

138.23 mOD

138.06 mOD

137.84 mOD

137.59 mOD

137.94 mOD

138.24 mOD

137.03 mOD

136.32 mOD

137.55 mOD

Please note the following:
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16-May-23 09:00:00

Last 30 readings for Golden Falls Headrace Level

01-May-23 09:00:00

02-May-23 09:00:00

03-May-23 09:00:00

08-May-23 09:00:00

07-May-23 09:00:00

06-May-23 09:00:00

05-May-23 09:00:00

04-May-23 09:00:00

10-May-23 09:00:00

21-May-23 09:00:00

Timestamp

20-May-23 09:00:00

19-May-23 09:00:00

18-May-23 09:00:00

17-May-23 09:00:00

25-May-23 09:00:00

24-May-23 09:00:00

23-May-23 09:00:00

22-May-23 09:00:00

15-May-23 09:00:00

14-May-23 09:00:00

2. Note that ESB water levels are referenced to Poolbeg datum.

13-May-23 09:00:00

12-May-23 09:00:00

11-May-23 09:00:00

1. Note that ESB does not guarantee the accuracy of any data provided. It is the user's responsibility to independently verify and 

quality control any of the data used and ensure that it is fit for purpose/use. ESB does not accept responsibility for the use of any 

data made available, read or interpreted or used in any way by the user, or passed to a third party, and do not accept liability for any 

damage or loss howsoever arising out of the use or interpretation of this data.

27-Apr-23 09:00:00

28-Apr-23 09:00:00

29-Apr-23 09:00:00

30-Apr-23 09:00:00

09-May-23 09:00:00

26-Apr-23 09:00:00


